.

SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME

Programme fee in Phase-I (for applicable
scholarship of each programme, refer
programmes mentioned in table-1 and
2).

Lovely Professional University strongly believes that monetary constraints should not be an obstacle for a
student to have access to quality education. So the university offers Scholarship (upto Rs. 1.8 Lac per student)
in more than 150 programmes of the University, ranging from Diploma Programmes to Ph.D. The scheme is
as under:
1.

2.

3.

Eligibility Qualiﬁcation (i.e. 10th)



LPU’s Entrance and Scholarship Test :
LPUNEST

Scholarship Brackets: For each category
mentioned, three brackets of Scholarship
(Bracket 1, 2 and 3) are deﬁned. Each bracket
has its own respective criteria which needs to
be met for availing the applicable scholarship.
Therefore, the students meeting the requirement
of Bracket- 1 gets the highest Scholarship and
those in Bracket - 2 or 3 gets relatively lesser
scholarship.

4.

Scholarship Phases: Admissions in LPU are
done in different Phases, which are bifurcation
of the Admission time period. The amount of
Scholarship also depends on the Phase in
which the candidate takes admission in the

qualiﬁcation
are

40%

30%

Bracket–2

Bracket–3

60%

50%

40%

Phase – I

For each Scholarship bracket, cut-offs are
determined by the University and accordingly
the Scholarship amount/ percentage varies as
mentioned in Table 1 and 2. To know the tentative
cut-off for various programmes and approximate
number of students falling in different categories,
refer university website www.lpu.in
6. Other Scholarships offered by the University
Apart from the scholarship on the basis of
LPUNEST-2021/ Qualifying Examination explained

Programmes after 10th

Diploma in Business Administration



Fee Concession for Defence, Central Armed
Police Forces (CAPF) personnel and their
dependents



Special Scholarship scheme of full
Programme Fee and Residential Fee waiver
to top 20 student of every recognized board
(State as well as Central)



Scholarship for Orphan Applicants



Scholarship
Disability

for

Persons

with

Certain

For details regarding scholarship, please refer university
website i.e. www.lpu.in

Programme
Fee#
(per sem.)

Applicable fees after Scholarship
(per sem. in `) as mentioned below
After 50%
scholarship

After 40%
scholarship

After 30%
scholarship

50000

25000

30000

35000

50000

25000

30000

35000

50000

25000

30000

35000

FASHION DESIGN
Diploma in Fashion Design
MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES

On the basis of Eligibility Qualiﬁcation:

Diploma in Medical Lab. Technology (DMLT)

Bracket 1 - Students scoring equal to
or more than 95% marks in eligibility
qualiﬁcation falls in Bracket -1 and
are thus eligible for Scholarship
of 50%, 60% of Programme fee in
Phase-I (for applicable scholarship of
each programme, refer programmes

Programmes after 10th

Programme
Fee#
(per sem.)

Applicable fees after Scholarship
(per sem. in `) as mentioned below
After 60%
scholarship

After 50%
scholarship

After 40%
scholarship

50000

20000

25000

30000

50000

20000

25000

30000

ENGINEERING

mentioned in table-1 and 2).

Diploma (Engg.)

Bracket 2 - Students scoring between
90% to 94.99% marks in eligibility
qualiﬁcation falls in Bracket-2 and are thus
eligible for Scholarship of 40%, 50% of

(ECE, CSE, ME, CE, EE)

For details refer website: www.lpu.in
E&OE
Everything mentioned above is subject to conditions & changes from time to time

Scholarship on the basis of Performance in
Social Service and Bravery Awards

MANAGEMENT

Scholarship brackets for various categories as
mentioned in point no. 1 and 2 is detailed below:





The fee & scholarship mentioned below is for Phase-I only. Subsequent phases of admission will be conducted
if seats remain vacant. The fee & scholarship details for these subsequent phases can be referred from the
university website www.lpu.in

Details of Scholarship Brackets



Scholarship on the basis of Performance in
Cultural, R&D and Co-curricular activities

The following table lists the fee after different Scholarship percentages (60%, 50%, 40% etc.) and these
percentages vary with Phases of Admissions. To know the details of Phases and Scholarship bracket applicable,
please refer Scholarship Scheme as detailed on initial pages of this brochure.

The scholarship mentioned above is for Phase-I only. Subsequent phases of admission will be conducted if
seats remain vacant. The scholarship details for these subsequent phases can be referred from the university
website www.lpu.in

(i)



Fee Table (Programmes after 10th)

To know the fee after scholarship for different programmes, refer the ‘Fee Table’ mentioned at the next page.

5.

Scholarship on the basis of Performance in
Sports

Scholarship

Table 2
Bracket–1



(ii) On the basis of LPUNEST:

Table 2 For Diploma (Engg.) and Diploma in
Architectural Assistantship programme.

50%

for

and

mentioned in Table-1 and 2).

Table 1

Phase – I

eligible

Bracket-3

each programme, refer programmes

Table 1 For Diploma in Medical Lab. Technology,
Diploma in Fashion Design and Diploma in
Buisness Administration programme.

Bracket–3

in

Phase-I (for applicable scholarship of

The Scholarship amount/ percentage varies as
per the following :

Bracket–2

thus

falls

of 30%, 40% of Programme fee in

Amount of Scholarship in different Brackets
for Phase-I

Bracket–1

Bracket 3 - Students scoring between
80% to 89.99% marks in eligibility

University. Phase - I starts as early as January
2021 and continues till the end of June 2021.
The subsequent phases (Phase-II, III, IV) are
conducted only if the seats in the concerned
programme remain vacant. The amount of
Scholarship reduces with each passing phase
and no scholarship is offered in Phase - IV (if
conducted). The dates for Phase II, III and IV (if
offered) will be updated on the university website
(www.lpu.in).

Scholarship
Categories:
Scholarships
are awarded to candidates based on their
performance on any of the following categories:




above, LPU also offers scholarship in the following
areas to provide ﬁnancial assistance to the excellent
students to enable them to pursue professional
education.

.

ARCHITECTURE
Diploma in Architectural Assistantship
#

Examination Fee - Rs. 3000 per semester
E&OE

Everything mentioned above is subject to conditions & changes from time to time

.

